gnetic field penetrat<ion into a cool, conisional, magnetized plasma has been investigated in Tormac V, ~~agnetic probe and laser inter ter studies reveal anomalous penetration of the applied torohlal field into a plasma vtith an initial parallel bias toroidal
The applied poloidal field, however, formed a well-defined rna tic front which was effective at sweeping up particles, Strong shear in the vacuum magnetic field does not inhibit the apparent coupling of the applied toroidal field from the applied poloidal field,
I. Introduction
Tarmac v~ like other recent Tarmac experiments, 1 has a bicusp geometry with both toroidal and poloida·l cusp components. The toroidal component is strong at small major radius while the peloidal component is dominant at large major radius, Confinement scaling depen in part on the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment 2 • which, in a bicusp, necessita a toroidal stuffing field parallel to the toroidal component of the cusp field. artup requires the formation of a sheath between cusp field and the central plasma.
In this experiment the stuffing field ·is provided by a relatively weak toroidal bias field introduced before ionization. After preion·ization. the rapidly rising cusp field ionizes the remaining gas and heats the plasma, forming a dense, cool, and collisional plasma. 3
Magne c probe and laser interferometer studies have revealed anomalously fast penetration of the plasma by the toroidal component of the cusp field, similar in character to phenomena observed in parallel bias The magnetic probe was calibra using a pulsed Helmholtz coil ich determined the magnetic axis and the effective area-turns of the probe coils, During each experimental run the coils were rotated by 180° to ensure that electrostatic pickup was not influencing the probe signal. The signal was found to invert, indicating that it was magnetic in origin not electrostatic.
A passive integrator with an RC time constant of 100 !Jsec, much "longer than the times of intere , was used to integrate the probe signals.
Radial and axial scans were made under two cond-itions. In the first case, the standard Tormac operating cond-ition with parallel bias, the toroidal bias field was in the same d"irection as the toroidal component of the cusp containment field, For comparison, a second "rever bias"
case was used, with the toroidal bias field antiparallel to the cu the s dard parallel bias case, the arrival time of the density is plo as a function of major rad·lus in Fig, 8 , The increase in density s at lar major radius and moves toward small major ius. No evidence is seen of a density front moving outward from small major radius. Figure 9 shows the time of the density rise versus major rad·ius for the reverse bias case. In contrast with the parallel bias case there is evidence of a density front moving outward from small major radius. The front which moves inward from lar radius, associated with the s g poloida1 field, is substantially unaffected by the direction of bias field.
V. Oi scuss ion One can use the difference between the magnetic piston speed and the mass motion to get a magnetic diffusion speed for the antiparallel bias case. In both the theta pinch experiment 4 and Tormac V the effective collision frequency was reduced by an order of magnitude wHh antiparal~ A comparison can also be made betv1een the effective resistivity for the poloida1 field penetration and for the toroidal penetration in the llel bias case. The effective resistivity is almost one order of magnitude greater for toroid a 1 penetration than for po loida 1, and thus the plasma behaves as if there were a highly anisotropic resistivity.
fact that the vacuum field is highly sheared does not inhibit this ation of magnetic field steps orthogonal to an initial bias field has a·lso been previously investigated. 8 A plasma was created with an ·initial axial bias field , after which a fast z~pi nch was lied.R id formation of a magnetic piston and substantial compression the initial bias field was observed. These results are consistent with the observation of the formation of a magnetic step and good parti- Arrival tirne of the reverse bias toroi field at different major radii along the midplane.
ival time of the reverse bias toroidal f'ie1d at a major radius of 31 em as a fun ion of axial position.
Laswer interfetAometer signal at a major radius of 23 em fmA the reverse bias case. 
